The multitude of practical ways the Midwest Utilitor can be used is astounding farmers and food raisers the world over.

And every day is discovering new uses for the Utilitor. It is literally making over the whole popular conception of profitable soil cultivation.

The Utilitor is both a small tractor and a 4-horse-power portable gas engine. It does the field work of one horse or mule, goes from chore to chore on its own power, never tires, and operates for five cents an hour.

In all workable soil conditions it is dependable and unfailing. After months of research in all parts of the United States and after grueling tests, special hitches for each implement and suitable rims for every possible soil condition have been perfected.

Keep abreast of power farming and power food raising development. The Utilitor is the latest word in this direction.

If you are an agricultural student, own a farm, truck garden, fruit orchard or country place, you need the Utilitor. Complete information as to the design, construction, and any uses of the Utilitor that you may be interested in will be gladly sent on application. Address Sales Division B.

MIDWEST ENGINE COMPANY  
Indianapolis, U. S. A.

Note carefully the air-cleaner attached to the Utilitor. This air-cleaner is designed especially for this machine—has proven 99% efficient on test—and comes as regular equipment only on the Utilitor. The air must first pass through a moist sponge before it reaches the carburetor. The sponge automatically is kept moist by water in the glass tank. The glass tank is its own indicator of the amount of water available. No need to purchase a so-called air-cleaner or "Humidifier" with this machine. All chance of faulty operation due to dust or grit entering the engine has been eliminated. Carbon is prevented and power increased.